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The configuration of energy storage in the integrated energy system (IES) can effectively
improve the consumption rate of renewable energy and the flexibility of system operation.
Due to the high cost and long cycle of the physical energy storage construction, the
configuration of energy storage is limited. The dynamic characteristics of the heating
network and the demand-side response (DR) can realize the space-time transfer of energy.
Although there is no actual energy storage equipment construction, it plays a similar role to
physical energy storage and can be considered as virtual energy storage in IES planning. In
this paper, a multi-scenario physical energy storage planning model of IES considering the
dynamic characteristics of the heating network and DR is proposed. Tomake full use of the
energy storage potential of the proposed model, the virtual energy storage features of the
dynamic heating characteristics of the heating network and DR are analyzed at first. Next,
aiming at the uncertainty of wind turbine (WT) and photovoltaic (PV) output, the scenario
analysis method is used to describe the wind and photovoltaic power output with different
probabilities. Finally, an electrothermal IES with an IEEE 33-node network and a 26-node
heating network serves as an example to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model.
The case study shows that the proposed model effectively reduces the physical energy
storage configuration and achieves the economic trade-off between the investment cost
and the operation cost.

Keywords: integrated energy system, physical energy storage, virtual energy storage, dynamic characteristics of the
heating network, demand-side response

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing concerns on energy consumption and environmental protection, how to
improve energy efficiency is becoming one of the most critical and pressing issues around the
globe (Aluisio et al., 2017). The traditional single-energy system has a low energy efficiency and has a
lot of shortcomings in the aspects of economy and technology. In the context of global energy
shortage, the requirement of sustainable development will no longer be satisfied. Thus, the
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multi-energy complementary and integrated energy system came
into being (Hui and Wei, 2020). The integrated energy system
(IES) is an effective way for the centralized supply of multiple
energy sources and can improve the absorptive capacity of
renewable energy (Chen et al., 2020). The vigorous development
of renewable energy power generation such as photovoltaic and wind
energy can effectively reduce carbon emissions (Liu et al., 2021),
which has become an inevitable trend for the development of IES.
However, due to the high volatility and obvious reverse peak shaving
characteristics of wind, photovoltaic, and other new energies, the
further development of this is restricted by bottlenecks such as
consumption problems (Jiang and Ai, 2019). The wind and
photovoltaic abandonment can be effectively reduced by
reasonable energy storage configuration, which is the key to
improve the energy efficiency of IES (Beaudin et al., 2010). As a
link of “source-network-load-storage”, energy storage has attracted
extensive focus and attention in the application of IESs (Li et al., 2019;
Paolo et al., 2018). The direct and indirect values of energy storage in
power systems are summarized in detail, but only the construction of
physical energy storage is considered in the planning objects in
current research work.

As a matter of fact, with the coordinated development of the
source, network, load, and storage of IES, through the space-time
transfer of electrothermal energy, the power of the system in
different periods can also be balanced by the dynamic
characteristics of the network side (Wei et al., 2017) and
flexible resources of the demand side (Zhang et al., 2018a) in
addition to physical energy storage equipment such as battery and
heat storage tanks. Although there is no actual construction of
energy storage equipment, it plays a similar role as physical
energy storage, so it is collectively referred to as virtual energy
storage (Zhu et al., 2019). On the network side of IES, the water
temperature in the heating pipeline has dynamic characteristics.
After considering the transmission delay and loss, there is no
need to make the real-time balance of the load and source in a
simultaneous section, and the effect of space-time transfer of
thermal energy can be achieved and the flexibility of the system
can be improved.

An optimal scheduling method for an electrical-thermal IES
considering heat storage characteristics of the heating network
is proposed in (Zhao et al., 2019). The heating network is used
as the scheduling resource to participate in the optimal
scheduling of electrical-thermal IESs. In (Cao et al., 2019),
the thermal characteristics of the heating network are modeled
based on transmission delay and temperature loss of pipelines.
Simulation results demonstrate that the dispatching model can
fully exploit the thermal storage capacity of the heating
network and change the profile of heat load and thereby
deliver a more economical and practical dispatching
solution. The typical structure and key equipment model of
the urban integrated heat and power system (UIHPS) with the
dynamic characteristics of the UHN is proposed in (Wei et al.,
2020), in which a flexibility scheduling model for a UIHPS that
considers the dynamic characteristics of a UHN is established.
According to the characteristics of transmission delay and user
temperature fuzzy, the virtual energy storage characteristics of
the heat supply network are studied, and a model of the

dynamic transfer of energy in the heat system was built in
(Pan et al., 2020).

The demand-side users can change their original power
consumption mode according to the market price signals or
incentive mechanism (Junhui et al., 2021; Lijesen, 2007). The
price-based DR can utilize price signals to guide electrical load
users to coordinate the electrical load of the system to realize the
time transfer of electrical energy. A dynamic time-of-use price
mechanism is proposed in (Zhang et al., 2018b), and an optimal
configurationmodel of the independentmicrogrid with a price-based
demand response to improve the economy of the microgrid is
established. Incentive demand response signs up with users in
advance, and users will reduce power demand within the
contracted capacity to obtain direct compensation. Due to the
influence of user consumption psychology, incentive level, and
other factors, demand response has obvious uncertainty (Liu et al.,
2020). The systematic approach for the joint dispatch of energy and
reserves incorporating demand response is proposed in (Zhang et al.,
2018a), and the incentive-based demand response model is adopted
to improve flexibility by its cooperation with conventional units. The
maximum and minimum interruptible load and unit compensation
price are considered in (Meng et al., 2018). A bonus-penalty
mechanism was designed according to the actual load reduction
of the contract customers to optimize the allocation of incentive
funds. There has been a lot of research studies on demand response,
butmost of them focus on two parts. One part is to study the demand
response uncertainty caused by users’ psychology, and the other part
is to study the impact of demand response on the overall scheduling
of IES.Above all, the demand response is not taken into consideration
as virtual energy storage and is not incorporated into the planning of
IES together with physical energy storage.

In this paper, a multi-scenario physical energy storage
planning model of IES considering the dynamic characteristics
of heating networks and DR is proposed. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows:

1) The dynamic characteristics of the heating network are
regarded as a type of virtual energy storage, which can
achieve less configuration of physical energy storage when
compared with the planning without considering the virtual
heat storage characteristics of the heating network.

2) The price-based DR and incentive DR are regarded as another
type of virtual energy storage, which can further reduce the
physical energy storage configuration when compared with
the planning separately considering the price-based DR or
incentive DR.

3) Based on the two types of virtual energy storage, the physical
energy storage planning model of the electrothermal IES is
proposed, which can achieve a lower investment cost and a
lower wind and photovoltaic abandonment cost.

MODELING OF VIRTUAL ENERGY
STORAGE IN ELECTROTHERMAL IES

The basic structure of the electrothermal IES is shown in
Figure 1, which mainly includes renewable energy units such
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as WT and PV units, combined heat and power units (CHPs),
electric heat-transfer equipment such as heat pumps (HPs) and
electric boilers (EBs), and physical energy storage equipment such
as batteries and heat storage tanks (HSTs). The power system and
thermal system are coupled through CHP units and electric
heating equipment. Considering the uncertainty of the
renewable energy output, the scenario analysis method is used
to describe the wind and photovoltaic output.

Through the reasonable configuration and scheduling
toward the energy storage system, the load demand can be
met in time and more renewable energy can be consumed by
the electrothermal IES. However, as an equipment resource,
the energy storage system has a long construction cycle and
high construction cost and is hard to move once invested and
constructed. As a non-equipment resource, the dynamic
characteristic of the heating network uses the coupling
relationship between the inlet or outlet temperature of hot
water in the pipeline and the time to store heat, and there are
no extra investment costs required. DR has the characteristic
of a low-capacity cost and a short contract cycle. Also, users
and power supply companies can be motivated to sign
contracts by the price-based incentive method. After the
expiration of the contract, if the resource requirement of
the planning and operation of the IES toward DR decreases,
part of the contract may not be renewed. Therefore, compared
with the construction of equipment resources such as physical
energy storage, it is more economic to bring the dynamic
characteristics of the heating network and DR into the
planning of IES.

The Virtual Energy Storage Characteristics
of the Heating Network and Dynamic Model
The balance of the electrical generation and utilization on power
systems needs to be satisfied in real time. However, when the
thermal energy of the thermal system is transmitted through the
heat-supply network, there will be a certain time delay (Lund
et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2020). Thus, the transmission delay

characteristics of the heating network make the heating pipe
network become a kind of heat storage facility.

As shown in Figure 2, the heat-supply system consists of a
heat resource, heat network, heat-exchange station, and heat load,
which is divided into the transmission system (primary pipe
network) and distribution system (secondary pipe network).
Also, the heat-supply system exchanges energy through the
heat-exchange station. Because the secondary pipe network is
short and close to the load, its pipe dynamic characteristics can be
ignored, and the modeling is mainly concentrated on the primary
pipe network (Li et al., 2017). Both the heat-exchange station and
heat load are considered as load nodes, and the electric heat-
transfer equipment, such as CHP, HP, or EB, is considered as a
heat source node. The nodes are connected by water supply and
water return pipes.

Heat Source Node Model
The electric heat-transfer equipment, such as combined heat
power units, heat pumps, or EB, is considered to be a heat
source node. The heat source nodes are represented as follows:

HCHP
n,s,i,t � cmCHP

j (Tg,in
n,s,j,t − Tr,out

n,s,j,t) (1)

HHP
n,s,i,t � cmHP

j (Tg,in
n,s,j,t − Tr,out

n,s,j,t) (2)

HEB
n,s,i,t � cmEB

j (Tg,in
n,s,j,t − Tr,out

n,s,j,t) (3)

where HCHP
n,s,i,t, H

HP
n,s,i,t, and HEB

n,s,i,t are the thermal outputs of
combined heat power units, heat pumps, and EB of node i at
time t in scenario s during the planning year n, respectively; c is
the specific heat capacity of water, and its value is 4.2 kJ/(kg·°C);
mCHP

j , mHP
j , and mEB

j are the mass flow of the thermal output of
combined heat power units, HP and EB in pipe j, respectively;
Tg,in
n,s,j,t and Tr,out

n,s,j,t are the inlet temperature in the water supply
pipe and outlet temperature in the water return pipe of pipe j at
time t in scenario s during the planning year n, respectively.

As shown in Eqs 4,5, the permitted value of water supply
temperature and water return temperature is limited by the
temperature of the pipe.

Tg,min ≤Tg,in
n,s,j,t ≤T

g,max, Tg,min ≤Tg,out
n,s,j,t ≤T

g,max (4)

Tr,min ≤Tr,in
n,s,j,t ≤Tr,max, Tr,min ≤Tr,out

n,s,j,t ≤T
r,max (5)

whereTg,min,Tg,max,Tr,min, andTr,max are the lower limit of water
supply pipe temperature, the upper limit of water supply pipe
temperature, the lower limit of water return pipe temperature,

FIGURE 1 | Structure of the electrothermal IES.

FIGURE 2 | Structure of the heat-supply system.
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and the upper limit of water return pipe temperature,
respectively.

Pipe Model of the Heating Network
The operation condition consists of the continuity equation of
nodal mass flow, the hybrid equation of node temperature, and
the water temperature characteristic equation of the heat-supply
pipe (Gu et al., 2017).

1) Continuity equation of nodal mass flow

The inflow hot water mass is equal to the outflow hot water
mass of each node, which is shown in Eq. 6.

∑
j∈Ωi,start

pipe

mj � ∑
k∈Ωi,end

pipe

mk (6)

where Ωi,start
pipe and Ωi,end

pipe are the sets of pipes that begin from and
end in node i, respectively;mj is the mass flow of the hot water in
pipe j.

2) Hybrid equation of node temperature

At the same node, after mixing the hot water with different
temperatures from different pipes, the temperature flowing out to
different pipes is the same.

∑
j∈Ωi,end

pipe

mjT
g,out
n,s,j.t � Tg,in

n,s,k.t ∑
k∈Ωi,start

pipe

mk (7)

∑
j∈Ωi,start

pipe

mjT
r,out
n,s,j.t � Tr,in

n,s,k.t ∑
k∈Ωi,start

pipe

mk (8)

where Tg,out
n,s,j.t and Tr,in

n,s,k.t are the outlet temperature in the water
supply pipe and the inlet temperature in the water return pipe of
pipe j at time t in scenario s during the planning year n,
respectively.

3) Water temperature characteristics equation of the heat-
supply pipe

The water temperature characteristics refer to the coupling
relationship between time and the inlet and outlet temperatures
of hot water in the same pipe and are the key to describe the
virtual energy storage of the heat-supply pipeline network (Chen
et al., 2021). In the pipelines, the water temperature at the inlet
will slowly extend to the outlet, and the temperature transmission
delay is nearly consistent with the time for hot water to flow
through the pipeline, that is, the delay depends on the length of
pipelines Lj, the diameter of pipelines dj, and the mass flow of the
water flowing through the pipelines mj.

Tdel �
πρLjd2

j

4mj
(9)

where ρ is the density of water, and its value is 1000 kg/m³.
Besides, due to the difference between the hot water

temperature of pipelines and the environment temperature,

heat loss is produced, which will lead to the water temperature
drop when water flows in the pipelines. According to the coupling
relationship between time and the inlet and outlet temperatures
of hot water in the same pipe, the dynamic model of the heating
network considering time delay and heat loss is established as
follows:

Tg,out
n,s,j,t � (Tg,in

n,s,j,t−Tdel
− Ta

s,t−Tdel
) · e− λLj

cmj + Ta
s,t

Tr,out
n,s,j,t � (Tr,in

n,s,j,t−Tdel
− Ta

s,t−Tdel
) · e− λLj

cmj + Ta
s,t

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (10)

where Ta
s,t is the outdoor temperature at time t in scenario s; λ is

the thermal conductivity of the pipeline. Eq. 10 shows that the
outlet temperature of pipes at time t is the coupling of the inlet
temperature of pipes and the outdoor temperature at
time t − Tdel.

Heat-Exchange Station Node Model
The heat-exchange station and heat load are both considered load
nodes. The load nodes are represented as

HL
n,s,i,t � cmj(Tg,out

n,s,j,t − Tr,in
n,s,j,t) (11)

where HL
n,s,i,t is the heat load of node i at time t in scenario s

during the planning year n.

Analysis and Modeling for Virtual Energy
Storage Characteristics of Demand
Response
As an effective regulation method, demand response can achieve
resource integration on the user side, and its flexibility and
schedulability can achieve the time transmission of energy.
Through regulating the load curve, the accommodation rate of
renewable energy can be improved. In this paper, the virtual
energy storage resources of DR refer to price-based DR and
incentive DR.

Price-Based Demand Response
The relationship between the price of different periods and power
demand can be reflected by the real-time price. In the actual
process of power consumption, the change of price will impel
users to change their power consumption behavior and to allocate
the flexible load to achieve the effect of time transmission for
energy. The decrease of load refers to the discharge of virtual
energy storage, and the increase of load refers to the charge
of that.

The change of price in a certain period may lead to the change
of power consumption behavior of users in one or several periods.
Then, the self-elasticity coefficient is used to describe the
relationship between an electricity price change and electricity
consumption change in the current period, and the mutual-
elasticity coefficient is used to describe the relationship
between electricity price change in other periods and
electricity consumption change in the current period. The
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equations of self-elasticity coefficient and mutual-elasticity
coefficients are as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
rii � ΔPi/Pi

Δci/ci

rij � ΔPi/Pi

Δcj/cj

(12)

where rii is the self-elasticity coefficient, which corresponds to the
ratio between the value of price change and the value of power
consumption change at time i; ci and Δci are the electricity price
and its change at time i, respectively; Pi and ΔPi are the electricity
consumption and its change at time i, respectively.

The power consumption behavior of users will be influenced
by the change of price, which may lead to the regulation of power
consumption characteristics. Taking T as a cycle to establish a
user demand response model, the relationship between the
change of electricity consumption and the change of electricity
price in each period is represented as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔP1/P1

ΔP2/P2

«
ΔP24/P24

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � r
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Δc1/c1
Δc2/c2

«
Δc24/c24

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (13)

where r is the matrix related to elasticity coefficients of each
period, which can be expressed by

r �
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r11 r12 ... r1,24
r21 r22 ... r2,24
« « « «

r24,1 r24,2 ... r24,24

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14)

According to the price-electricity demand response model of
users, the real-time electricity load after implementing price-
based demand response is

PL
n,s,t � PL0

n,s,t[1 + r(cprit − cpri0t )/cpri0t ] (15)

Incentive Demand Response
By signing the demand response contract, the incentive DR can
impel users to interrupt part of electricity load during peak load
periods to achieve the discharge effect of virtual energy storage.
The cost of incentive demand response includes contracted
capacity fee and electricity fee (Huang et al., 2021).

When signing the demand response contract, the integrated
energy system pays the user the contracted capacity fee for the
demand-side response, which can be expressed by

Csig � ∑N
n�1

(1 + α)−ncsign Psig
n (16)

where Csig is the capacity fee for demand-side response; N is the
number of planning stages; α is the discount rate; csign is the unit
capacity fee for the demand-side response of the planning year n;
Psig
n is the contracted capacity for the demand-side response of

the planning year n.
When considering the characteristics of demand response and

phycology of consumers, the maximum potential coefficient for

demand response αsign is used to describe the maximum response
capability of users to be incented by electricity price. The
contracted capacity of each user for demand response is
limited by the constraint of maximum demand-response
potential coefficient, which is expressed by

0≤Psig
n ≤ αsig

n PL
n (17)

where PL
n is the maximum load power of the planning year n.

αsig
n �

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 0≤ csign ≤ csig,dead

ksign (csign − csig,dead) csig,dead ≤ csign ≤ csig,sat

αsig,max
n csign ≥ csig,sat

(18)

where ksign is the user response potential piecewise linear function
slope. The piecewise linear curve of user response potential is
shown in Figure 3. Point M (csig,dead, 0) and point N (csig,sat,
αsig,max
n ) are the inflection points of the dead zone and saturation

zone, respectively.
The economic operation of the IES in every scenario is

achieved by demand response resources contracted through
scheduling, and the energy fee for demand response CDR is
calculated about the actual situation.

CDR � ∑Tend

t�Tstart

cDR
t PDR

n,s,i,tΔt (19)

where cDR
t is the electricity fee of unit power for demand response

at period time t; PDR
n,s,i,t is the electricity for demand response of

node i at time t in scenario s during the planning year n; Δt is the
time interval.

In each operation scenario, the real-time power constraint,
execution period constraint, and execution duration constraint
for demand response are needed. Also, the constraints can be
expressed by

FIGURE 3 | Piecewise linear curve of demand response potential.
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0≤PDR
n,s,i,t ≤P

sig
n ∀t ∈ [Tstart, Tend] (20)

PDR
n,s,i,t � 0 ∀t ∉ [Tstart, Tend] (21)

where Tstart is the start time of demand response; Tend is the end
time of demand response.

MULTI-SCENARIO PLANNING MODEL OF
THE INTEGRATED ENERGY SYSTEM
CONSIDERINGDIVERSE VIRTUAL ENERGY
STORAGE

Objective Function of the Multi-Scenario
Planning Model Considering Diverse Virtual
Energy Storage
Affected by the environment, the wind and photovoltaic power
outputs have some features such as strong fluctuation and
uncertainty. Thus, whether it is the grid-connected or off-grid
power generation mode, it has a great challenge to the reliability
of load power consumption in power systems. The scenario
analysis method can clearly describe the probabilistic
characteristic of uncertainty quantities, and the uncertainty of
wind and photovoltaic power described by the scenario analysis
method can simplify the calculation of the optimization model.
Therefore, the scenario analysis method is widely used. It is
supposed that the scenario number of wind and photovoltaic
power output is s, the number of planning years is N, and the
scheduling interval is 1 h. The objective function is the minimum
sum of planning cost Cplan and operation cost Cope of the
integrated energy system, which can be described as follows:

min(Cplan + Cope) (22)

The planning cost includes the investment cost of physical energy
storageCinv and the contracted capacity cost of demand responseCsig.

Cinv � ∑N
n�1

1

(1 + α)n
α(1 + α)cx
(1 + α)cx − 1

cxWn,x (23)

where cx is the service life of physical energy storage x; cx is the
unit capacity cost of physical energy storage x; Wn,x is the
planning capacity of physical energy storage x in the nth year.

The operation cost includes generation cost of CHP units
CCHP, penalty cost of CHP units deviating from the power
generation plan, electricity cost of demand response CDR, and
cost of wind and photovoltaic abandonment Closs.

Cope � 365 ×∑S
s�1
∑T
t�1
ps(CCHP + cpen

∣∣∣∣PCHP
n,s,i,t − PCHP,0

n,s,i,t

∣∣∣∣
+ cpurt Ppur

n,s,i,t + CDR + Closs)
(24)

CCHP(PCHP
n,s,i,t, H

CHP
n,s,i,t) � a0 + a1P

CHP
n,s,i,t + a2H

CHP
n,s,i,t + a3(PCHP

n,s,i,t)2
+ a4(HCHP

n,s,i,t)2 + a5P
CHP
n,s,i,tH

CHP
n,s,i,t (25)

Closs � cPV(PPVmax
n,s,i,t − PPV

n,s,i,t) + cWT(PWTmax
n,s,i,t − PWT

n,s,i,t) (26)

where PCHP
n,s,i,t, P

CHP,0
n,s,i,t , HCHP

n,s,i,t, P
pur
n,s,i,t, P

PVmax
n,s,i,t , PPV

n,s,i,t, P
WTmax
n,s,i,t , and

PWT
n,s,i,t are the power output of CHP units, the planning electricity

output, the thermal output, the power purchasing, the maximum
output of photovoltaic power, the actual output of photovoltaic
power, the maximum output of wind power, and the actual
output of wind power, respectively; cpen is the punitive price
for temporary adjustment of unit output during actual operation,
which reflects the degree of CHP units to output as planned; cpurt

n

is the unit electricity purchasing price of time t; cPV and cWT are
the unit costs of wind and photovoltaic abandonment,
respectively;a0 ∼ a5 are the coal fee coefficients of CHP units;
ps is the probability of typical wind and photovoltaic scenario s.

Constraints of the Multi-Scenario Planning
Model Considering Diverse Virtual Energy
Storage
AC Power Flow Constraint

∑
ki∈Ωline

Pline
n,s,ki,t � ∑

ji∈Ωline

(Pline
n,s,ji,t − I2n,s,ji,trji) − Pn,s,i,t (27)

∑
ki∈Ωline

Qline
n,s,ki,t � ∑

ji∈Ωline

(Qline
n,s,ji,t − I2n,s,ji,tσji) − Qn,s,i,t (28)

Pn,s,i,t � PL
n,s,i,t + PHP

n,s,i,t + PEB
n,s,i,t − Ppur

n,s,i,t − PWT
n,s,i,t − PPV

n,s,i,t − PDR
n,s,i,t − Pdis

n,s,i,t

+ Pch
n,s,i,t (29)

Qn,s,i,t � QL
n,s,i,t − Qpur

n,s,i,t − QWT
n,s,i,t − QPV

n,s,i,t + QCB
n,s,i,t (30)

V2
n,s,i,tI

2
n,s,ji,t � (Pline

n,s,ji,t)2 + (Qline
n,s,ji,t)2 (31)

where σji is the reactance of line ji; Pline
n,s,ji,t and Qline

n,s,ji,t are,
respectively, the active and reactive powers at the head of line
ji; Pn,s,j,t andQn,s,j,t are, respectively, the inflow active and reactive
powers of node i; Qpur

n,s,j,t, P
HP
n,s,j,t, and PEB

n,s,j,t are, respectively, the
reactive power purchased from the upper network, the power
consumed by a heat pump, and the power consumed by an
electric boiler; Pch

n,s,j,t and Pdis
n,s,j,t are, respectively, the charge and

discharge powers of the energy storage system; Vn,s,i,t is the
voltage amplitude of line start node i.

The power flow constraint of the power system is non-linear,
and the global optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed by
the traditional numerical method. Thus, the second-order cone
programming is used to transform the power flow constraints and
node voltage constraints of the AC distribution network, and the
resulting constraints are linear and satisfied with the convex
programming requirements, which can not only guarantee the
accuracy of the algorithm but also promote the convergence of
the programming problem.

First, Eq. 32 is used to make equivalent deformation of Eqs 27,
28, and 31:

{ Iφn,s,ji,t � I2n,s,ji,t
Vφ

n,s,ji,t � V2
n,s,ji,t

(32)

It can be obtained that

∑
ki∈Ωline

Pline
n,s,ki,t � ∑

ji∈Ωline

(Pline
n,s,ji,t − Iφn,s,ji,trji) − Pn,s,i,t (33)
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∑
ki∈Ωline

Qline
n,s,ki,t � ∑

ji∈Ωline

(Qline
n,s,ji,t − Iφn,s,ji,tσji) − Qn,s,i,t (34)

Vφ
n,s,i,tI

φ
n,s,ji,t � (Pline

n,s,ji,t)2 + (Qline
n,s,ji,t)2 (35)

Vφ
n,s,i,t ≤V

φ
n,s,j,t − 2(rjiPline

n,s,ji,t + σjiQ
line
n,s,ji,t) + Iφn,s,ji,t(r2ji + σ2ji) +M(1 − yline

n,ji) (36)

Vφ
n,s,i,t ≥V

φ
n,s,j,t − 2(rjiPline

n,s,ji,t + σjiQ
line
n,s,ji,t) + Iφn,s,ji,t(r2ji + σ2ji) −M(1 − yline

n,ji) (37)

V2
t,min ≤V

φ
n,s,i,t ≤V

2
t,max (38)

Then, after using the second-order cone relaxation toward Eq. 38,
the relaxed constraints are�������������

2Pline
n,s,ji,t

2Qline
n,s,ji,t

Iφn,a,ji,t − Vφ
n,a,i,t

�������������
2

≤ Iφn,s,ji,t + Vφ
n,s,i,t (39)

where || || is the Euclidean norm. Through the above second-
order cone transformation, the original problem (non-convex
problem) is transformed into a simpler mixed-integer second-
order cone programming problem (convex problem), and the
global optimal solution can be quickly obtained by the
commercial software CPLEX.

Operation Constraint of Electrothermal Equipment
1) Allowable maximum wind and photovoltaic abandonment

and output constraint

(1 − αPV)PPVmax
n,s,i,t ≤PPV

n,s,i,t ≤P
PVmax
n,s,i,t (40)

(1 − αWT)PWTmax
n,s,i,t ≤PWT

n,s,i,t ≤P
WTmax
n,s,i,t (41)

where αPV and αWT are the maximum allowable rates of wind and
photovoltaic abandonment within the daily dispatching cycle by
the system, respectively.

2) Operation constraint of CHP units

PCHP
n,s,i,t �

HCHP
n,s,i,t

khp
(42)

PCHPmin ≤PCHP
n,s,i,t ≤P

CHPmax (43)

−DΔt≤ (PCHP
n,s,i,t − PCHP

n,s,i,t−Δt)≤UΔt (44)

The CHP units canwork inmultiple working states. In this paper, the
CHP unit is set to operate in the constant thermal-power ratio mode.
Eq. 34 is the thermal-power ratio constraint of CHP units, where khp
is the thermal-power ratio; Eq. 35 is the upper and lower output limit
constraint of CHP units, wherePCHPmax/PCHPmin is the upper/lower
power output limit of CHP units; Eq. 36 is the output climbing
constraint of CHP units, where D and U are the maximal decreased
power and increased power of CHP units in unit time, respectively.

3) Electrothermal conversion constraint and output constraint
of EB

HEB
n,s,i,t � cEBP

EB
n,s,i,t (45)

HEBmin ≤HEB
n,s,i,t ≤H

EBmax (46)

where cEB is the electrothermal conversion efficiency of EB;
HEBmax/HEBmin is the allowable upper/lower output limit of EB.

4) The heat pump can convert the low-grade heat energy in
nature into high-grade heat energy that can be utilized by
consuming electricity. The electrothermal conversion
constraints and output constraints are as follows:

HHP
n,s,i,t � cHPP

HP
n,s,i,t (47)

HHPmin ≤HHP
n,s,i,t ≤H

HPmax (48)

where cHP is the electrothermal conversion efficiency of heat
pumps; HHPmax/ HHPmin is the allowable upper/lower output
limit of heat pumps.

Constraints of Energy Storage
In this paper, the battery andHST are taken as the physical energy
storage equipment to store electricity and heat, where x refers to
the type of physical energy storage device. The operation features
of the physical energy storage model are similar. With sufficient
consideration of loss in the process of charge and discharge, the
constraints of the stored energy and charge and discharge power
are shown as follows:

Ex
n,s,i,t � (1 − kx)Ex

m,s,i,t−Δt + ηxchP
ch,x
n,s,i,tΔt −

Pdis,x
n,s,i,tΔt
ηxdis

(49)

where Ex
n,s,t is the energy stored by physical energy storage x at

time t in scenario s during the planning year n; kx, ηxch, and η
x
dis are

the self-loss coefficient, charging efficiency, and discharging
efficiency of physical energy storage x, respectively.

The charging and discharging state constraints, charging and
discharging power constraints, energy storage capacity
constraint, and energy conservation constraints are

{ 0≤Pch,x
n,s,t ≤x

ch,x
n,s,tP

max
x

0≤Pdis,x
n,s,t ≤x

dis,x
n,s,t P

max
x

(50)

αmin
x ∑N

n�1
Wx

n ≤Ex
n,s,i,t ≤ α

max
x ∑N

n�1
Wx

n (51)

Ex
n,s,i,0 � Ex

n,s,i,T (52)

where xch,xn,s,t and xdis,x
n,s,t are, respectively, charging and discharging

state variables of physical energy storage x at time t in scenario s
during the planning year n; Pmax

x is the maximum charging and
discharging power of physical energy storage x; αmax

x and αmin
x are,

respectively, the upper and lower charging rate limits of physical
energy storage x.

CASE STUDIES

In this paper, the electrothermal IES with an IEEE 33-node
network and a 26-node heating network is taken as an
example for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed model.
The scheduling cycle is 24 h or 1 day, the planning period is
5 years (Kazemi and Ansari, 2022), the annual growth rate of
various loads is 12%, and the annual growth rate of distributed
power sources such as wind and photovoltaic power is 15%. The
relevant parameters such as the price of various energy storage
equipment, the operation, and the planning cost of IES are shown
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in Tables 1, 2, the maximum output curve of WT and PV and the
node structure of IES are shown in Figures 4, 5. The planning
model of the electrothermal IES established in this paper is a
mixed-integer programming model. The optimization tool
YALMIP in MATLAB 2019a is used for modeling, and the
CPLEX 12.8.0 solver is used to obtain the physical energy
storage planning scheme.

The physical energy storage planning results of the
electrothermal IES are shown in Table 3, and the results of
investment cost with different virtual energy storage
characteristics are shown in Table 4.

The cost of energy storage construction decreases from
4,875,000 CNY to 3,923,000 CNY after considering the virtual
energy storage characteristics of demand response. Meanwhile,
the cost of wind and photovoltaic abandonment decreases from
4,369,000 CNY to 3.542 CNY, and the cost of power purchasing
decreases from 12,895,000 CNY to 10,121,000 CNY. It is because
that the price-based DR will increase the consumption of
renewable energy at a high wind power output but low load

demand to reduce the cost of wind and photovoltaic
abandonment. Also, the peak load is reduced to make the cost
of power purchasing lower at the same time. The virtual energy
storage of incentive DR can further reduce the load in high price
periods to decrease the cost of power purchasing. The charging
and discharging demands of physical energy storage are reduced
by the decreased peak load and decreased wind and photovoltaic
abandonment, so the configuration number of the battery and
HST gets reduced, and the cost of energy storage investment can
be saved.

The heat load does not need to meet the real-time balance after
considering the dynamic virtual energy storage characteristics of
the heating network, and the peak heat load can be supplied by
the heat energy previously stored in the heating network.
Therefore, the output of the heat pump and electric boiler at
night increases, which reduces the cost of wind and photovoltaic
abandonment and then reduces the physical energy storage
configuration. Finally, the construction cost of energy storage
is reduced by 1,611,000 CNY.

TABLE 1 | Parameters of unit physical storage.

Physical energy
storage

Power (kW) Capacity (kW·h) Investment cost
(CNY/kW·h)

Efficiency% Life cycle

Charge Discharge

Battery 300 600 650 75 (%) 75 (%) 10 years
Heat Storage Tank 500 1,000 500 90 (%) 90 (%) 15 years

TABLE 2 | Fuel cost coefficient of CHP units.

a0,4 a1,4 a2,4 a3,4 a4,4 a5,4

1650 CNY 1,450 CNY/MW·h 420 CNY/MW·h 345 CNY/MW·h2 30 CNY/MW·h2 31 CNY/MW·h2

FIGURE 4 | Wind power and photovoltaic output scenarios.
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FIGURE 5 | Diagram of the electric heating IES.

TABLE 3 | Results of physical energy storage capacity planning.

Energy storage equipment Configuration capacity of physical energy storage (MWh)

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

Battery 5.4 6.6 7.8 8.4 9
Heat Storage Tank 5 8 20 12 13

TABLE 4 | Investment cost with different virtual energy storage characteristics (unit: 106 CNY).

Functional region Cost of
energy storage
construction

Cost of
wind and

photovoltaic abandonment

Cost of
CHP output

Cost of
power purchasing

Cost of
demand response

Residential Region 4.875 4.369 8.292 12.895 0
Commercial Region 5.534 5.728 7.292 11.704 8.402
Industrial Region 3.923 3.542 7.932 10.121 6.792
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It is noteworthy that the configuration of renewable energy
generation such as wind and photovoltaic power and
electrothermal load increases when the planning year n � 4, which
exceeds the maximum limits of pipe transmission. Under these
conditions, the wind and photovoltaic consumption can no longer
be solved by simply increasing the energy storage configuration, so it is
necessary to build new lines and expand pipelineflow at the same time.

Influence of Optimization Operation of
Virtual Energy Storage on Physical Energy
Storage Planning
Virtual Energy Storage Characteristics of the Heating
Network
To verify the influence of virtual energy storage in the heating
network on physical energy storage configuration, the following

TABLE 5 | Configuration results of physical energy storage planning with different virtual energy storage characteristics of the heating network.

Model Energy storage equipment Configuration capacity (MWh)

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

1 Battery 5.4 6.6 7.8 8.4 9
Heat Storage Tank 5 8 10 12 13

2 Battery 6 7.2 8.4 9 9.6
Heat Storage Tank 10 13 15 16 17

3 Battery 7.2 8.4 9.6 10.2 10.8
Heat Storage Tank 22 25 28 22 24

4 Battery 7.8 9 10.2 10.8 11.4
Heat Storage Tank 26 20 23 25 26

FIGURE 6 | Operation results before and after considering time delay characteristics of the heating network.
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four kinds of scenarios are set. Model 1: Both the heat loss and
time delay are considered by the system; Model 2: Only the heat
loss is considered by the system; Model 3: Only the time delay is
considered by the system; Model 4: Neither the heat loss nor the
time delay is considered by the system. The configuration results
of physical energy storage planning with different virtual energy
storage characteristics of the heating network are shown in
Table 5.

The results of physical energy storage planning capacity with
different virtual energy storage characteristics of the heating
network are also shown in Table 5. The heat supply and heat
load no longer need to be balanced in real time after considering
the time delay of the heating network. A part of the heat energy
which is equivalent to increasing a part of the virtual heat energy
storage capacity is stored in the pipeline of the heating network to
reduce the configuration capabilities of the heat storage tank
during the period of planning years n � 1–5. When n � 5, the heat
storage tank is reduced from 26MWh to 13 MWh. After the
capacity of the heat storage tank is reduced, the thermal output of
CHP, HP, EB, and other electrothermal coupling equipment
increases. The excess output from wind and photovoltaic
power does not need to be stored in the battery but is directly
consumed by the coupling equipment to provide heat energy.

Therefore, the capacity of the battery is reduced. When n � 5, the
capacity of the battery is reduced from 11.4 to 9 MWh.

After considering the heat loss, the investment and
construction capacities of the battery and heat storage tank are
reduced. To satisfy the heat load demand, the output of the heat
source is increased accordingly and is transmitted through the
heating network to be stored in the heat storage tank for reserves.
After considering the heat loss, part of the heat energy is lost
through the pipeline, reducing the demand for physical energy
storage equipment. When the system considers the time delay
and heat loss at the same time, the number of batteries and HST
invested and constructed is the least, which is 5.4, 6.6, 7.8, 8.4,
9 MWh and 5, 8, 10, 12, 13 MWh, respectively.

The operation results before and after considering the time-
delay characteristics of the heating network are shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the heat supply of
the heat source and heat load in the thermal system are
asynchronous. The heat energy of the heating network is more
than the heating demand from 0:00 to 7:00 and 19: 00 to 24:00,
and part of the excess heat energy is stored in the heating network,
reducing the need for heat storage of HST. When the planning
year n � 1, the construction amount of HST is reduced from 26 to
5 MWh. The heat energy entering the heating network is less than

TABLE 6 | Planning capacity of physical energy storage planning with different demand responses.

Model Energy storage equipment Configuration capacity (MWh)

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5

A Battery 5.4 6.6 7.8 8.4 9
Heat storage tank 5 8 10 12 13

B Battery 6 7.2 8.4 9 9.6
Heat storage tank 10 13 15 16 17

C Battery 6.6 7.8 9 9.6 10.2
Heat storage tank 12 15 18 22 24

D Battery 7.2 8.4 9 9.6 10.2
Heat storage tank 16 19 22 25 27

FIGURE 7 | Load curve before and after demand response.
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the heating demand from 9: 00 to 16:00. The heat energy stored in
the heating network in the early stage makes up for part of the
heating demand during this period, which is equivalent to
reducing the heat discharge of physical energy storage.
Meanwhile, it can be seen from Model 1 of Figure 6 that the
output of the CHP unit, heat pump, electric boiler, and other heat
supply equipment of the thermal system has decreased. During
this period, the heat energy stored in the heating network can
satisfy part of the load demand, and the heat discharge of physical
energy storage is reduced accordingly. Therefore, from the
perspective of operation, the planning capacity of physical
energy storage can be effectively reduced after considering the
time delay of the heating network, and the scheduling
requirements can be met at the same time.

Virtual Energy Storage Characteristics of Demand
Response
The planning capacity results of physical energy storage planning
with different demand responses are shown in Table 6. Model A
is the virtual energy storage characteristics that consider the
price-based DR and incentive DR; Model B is the virtual
energy storage characteristics that only consider the price-
based DR and do not consider the incentive DR; Model C is
the virtual energy storage characteristics that only consider the
incentive DR and do not consider the price-based DR; Model D is
the virtual energy storage characteristics that do not consider the
price-based DR and the incentive DR. The comparison shows
that both the virtual energy storage of price-based DR and virtual
energy storage of incentive DR can reduce the configuration
capacity of the battery and heat storage tank to varying degrees.
When considering the two demand response resources as virtual
energy storage at the same time, the physical energy storage
capacity configuration is the lowest, with a battery capacity of
9 MWh and a thermal storage tank capacity of 13 MWh.

The load curve of virtual energy storage characteristics
considering different demand responses is shown in Figure 7.
It can be seen from Figure 7 that the peak-valley difference of
power load is significantly reduced compared with that without a
time-of-use policy. After considering the price-based demand
response of the system, the valley power load increases from 0:00
to 9:00. At this time, the wind power output achieves its peak
value, and the increase of load level increases the consumption of
renewable energy such as wind power and reduces the demand
for batteries; the peak power load is decreased to reduce the
demand for battery discharge from 10:00 to 22:00. During the
period of planning years n � 1–5, the construction amount of
batteries is reduced. When n � 5, the battery capacity is reduced
from 10.2 to 9.6 MWh. After considering the incentive DR, the
peak load curve of 19:00–20:00 is further reduced within the
incentive load DR time of 19:00–20:00, as shown in the green part
of Figure 7. It can be seen that after considering the virtual energy
storage of the demand-side response, the effect of peak shaving,
valley filling, and reduction for peak and valley load difference is
achieved, the energy storage demand at a low load with a high
output and a high load with a low output is reduced, and the
physical energy storage configuration is effectively reduced.
Meanwhile, after considering the energy storage characteristics
of the price-based and incentive demand response, the battery
capacity in each planning year is reduced by 1.2 ∼ 1.8 MWh.

The operation characteristics of the power system curve when
αsig � 0.3, ksig � 400 are shown in Figure 8. During the period
from 9:00 to 20:00, because the electricity cost of demand
response is less than the power purchased cost, users will
reduce their energy demand through incentive demand
response. The system’s demand for battery discharge is
reduced by the decrease of peak load, and further, the physical
energy storage configuration can be reduced.

Because the virtual energy storage characteristics of incentive
DR are related to the maximum demand response potential
coefficient of users and the slope of the piecewise linear
function of response potential, the impact of virtual energy
storage potential of different incentive DRs on physical energy
storage planning is analyzed, and the capacity of the storage
battery and heat storage tank is shown in Table 7.

When αsig � 0.3, ksig � 400, the battery and heat storage tank
have the smallest construction capacities, which are 5.4, 6.6, 7.8, 8.4,
9MWh and 5, 8, 10, 12, 13MWh, respectively. When αsig reduces
from 0.3 to 0.2, the capacity of the battery and heat storage tank
increases. Taking the planning year n � 1 as an example, the
construction capacity of the battery increased from 5.4 to 6MWh
and the number ofHST increased from 5 to 12MWh. This is because
the contracted demand response potential decreases and the actual
demand response decreases. Therefore, more physical energy storage
needs to be built to meet the energy demand. When ksig is reduced
from 400 to 200, the capacity of the battery and heat storage tank
increased.When the planning year n � 1, the construction capacity of
the battery increases from 5.4 to 6MWh, and the construction
capacity of the heat storage tank increases from 5 to 13MWh.
This is due to the decrease in users’ sensitivity to electricity prices.
When the increase of demand response unit price is the same, the
demand-side response capacity contracted by users will decrease, and

FIGURE 8 | Operation characteristics of the power system curve
when.αsig � 0.3, ksig � 400.
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the actual contracted capacity will decrease. Therefore, the planning
and construction capacity of physical energy storage is increased.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, starting from the vertical coordination of “source-
network-load-storage” of the electrothermal IES, a planning
model of IES considering the dynamic characteristics of the
heating network and DR is proposed. The case study has been
conducted to test the performance of the proposedmodel, and the
following conclusion can be obtained by the simulation results:
compared with only considering physical energy storage
planning, the introduction of virtual energy storage into the
planning of electrothermal IES can effectively reduce the
physical energy storage configuration capacity, reduce the
investment cost and wind and photovoltaic abandonment cost
of the IES, and provide a new idea for realizing regional energy
supply and consumption and consuming more renewable energy.

The proposed model can also be studied in the following
aspects:

1) The IES in this paper is the electrothermal IES, and the
network characteristics of the natural gas system, the load
adjustability of the cooling system, and the mobility of electric
vehicles in the transportation system can be considered to
achieve further optimization.

2) The response characteristics of cooling, heating, and power
demand in different regions are different, and the load has the
characteristics of space-time complementarity, which can be
further studied around the coordination and optimization
between regions.
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